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Times local 

 
 
 

New Moon Weekend 
Take advantage of better 

viewing at the Dark Sky Site 
during the New Moon 

Weekend 
 

 

 

 

Day Light Savings Time 
Begins 

“Spring Ahead” 
Sunday, March 9th 

2am 

 

 

Sky Charts 
 

Sky & Telescope 
http://tinyurl.com/5np8n 

 

Heavens Above 
http://tinyurl.com/64vdj  

 

Sky Maps 
http://www.skymaps.com/ 

 
 

ISS Transits 
http://tinyurl.com/y8zk5c  

 

 

Walter Baade Bio: 
http://tinyurl.com/2zujjf  

Baade Window: 
http://tinyurl.com/32234p  

 

 

 

Cover Picture: 

Approaching Totality 
through Cirrus Clouds  

by Bruce Campbell 
20 February 2008 
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat 

Mars rises earlier each evening and is high in the southeast after sunset. 
On the 4th, the waning crescent Moon joins Venus and Mercury pre-dawn.  

The Moon is near Mars on the First Quarter Moon, and is near 
Saturn on the 19th, and a waning crescent Moon is near Jupiter on 
the 30th. 

Pre-dawn, Jupiter rises earlier each night and is low in the southeast. 
Venus and Mercury are challenge targets each morning, low in the 

southeast just before sunrise.   
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New Moon 

11:14 am 
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Best for 
Messier 

Marathon 
 

3RF Star 
Party 
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Werner X 
8:28 – 11:31 

pm 
 

First Qtr 
5:46 am 

15 

 
Museum 

Star Party 

Algol @ 
Minima 

11:36pm 
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Chuck Woolery’s  

67th Birthday 
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FWAS 

Meeting 
Normal Room 

19 20 
 

 
Vernal 

Equinox 
12:48 am 

21 
 

Jovian 
Moons 
1-2-3-4 

3:54 – 7:09am 
 

Full Moon 
1:40 pm 
“Pascal 
Moon” 
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Walter Baade 
b. 115 years 
ago. 
 

Conjunction 
Mercury and 

Venus 
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Messier 

Marathon 
Back-up Date 

 

Last Qtr 
4:47 pm 
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31 MS Walk in the Stock Yards -- If you remember the 
February club meeting, you might remember a brief mention of 
the MS Walk to be held in the stockyards on March 30th. Below 
is the link where you can register to participate or just make a 
pledge on behalf of the club.  

http://tinyurl.com/38q97z  

Thanks to all of you who support this worthy cause. 

http://www.fortworthastro.com
http://www.fortworthastro.com/membership/observing_site/index.html
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/faq/docs/daylight_time.php
http://tinyurl.com/38q97z
http://hubpages.com/hub/Why_the_Date_of_Easter_Changes_Each_Year
http://www.delphes.net/messier/xtra/marathon/marathon.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messier_marathon
http://www.geocities.com/sftonkin/messier/messlog.htm
http://the-moon.wikispaces.com/Lunar+X
http://www.fortworthastro.com/club_activities/star_parties/index.html
http://www.aavso.org/vstar/vsots/0199.shtml
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/objects/planets/3307071.html?page=1&c=y
http://galileo27.livejournal.com/4790.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/the_universe/uts/equinox.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/club_activities/club_meetings/index.html
http://www.usaelectionpolls.com/2008/texas.html


 

 
Larry Smith from 3RF 

speaking at the February 
FWAS meeting 

He gave a special invitation 
for club members to come 
out in support of 3RF’s 
program.  He said they’d 
provide food and drink, but 
folks, he was kidding when 
he said they’d give each 
attendee a hog! 
 
Click on picture for more 
info on 3RF’s programs. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Museum Star 
Party Returns   
Michelle Martinez 

 
Yes, spring is just around 
the corner and with early 
spring our Star Parties at 
the Museum of Science 
and History will start up 
again.   So put March 15th 
on your calendar as the 
date to save for sharing 
our love of the skies with 
members of the 
community.  The location 
has not changed, we will 
still meet in the parking lot 
to the north of the 
Museum site and the star 
party will start at 
sundown.   
 
Day Light Savings 
starts the March 9th, so 
we will be adjusting to the 
later time.  Gives you an 
extra hour to get there!  
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Organized Observing and Outreach Opportunities 
(weather permitting) — (FWAS club contacts are listed in parentheses)  

March 8 — Purtis Creek State Park — Stargazing — Come explore the night sky and make 
your own star wheel. Meet at overflow camping parking lot at dark. Accessible for the 
hearing impaired. 8:30-10 p.m. (903) 425-2332.  

March 8 — Three Rivers Foundation (“3RF”) — Comanche Springs Astronomy Campus, 
located between Crowell and Paducah, Texas, will again host public Star Parties 
beginning in March 2008. Known as the largest privately supported astronomy campus 
in the Southwest, 3RF provides several unique opportunities for the public to view the 
universe through numerous world-class telescopes and other distinctive astronomy 
gear at the Campus 12 miles west of Crowell. The opening activities are held on the 
Campus StarField with as many as a dozen telescopes ready for viewing. Attendees 
are then encouraged to roam between the telescopes and view the various sights 
made available throughout the evening.  (Russ Boatright & Doug Brown) 

March 8 — Ray Roberts Lake State Park / Isle du Bois Unit — Stargazing Party — Spend a 
few minutes or hours viewing the heavens and talking with volunteer John Olson. 
Bring your own telescope or gaze through John's 10 and 12-inch GIS motor driven 
telescopes. Meet at DORBA trailhead and use boat launch parking in the day use 
area. 7-11 p.m., (940) 686-2080 or (940) 686-2148.  

March 15 — Fort Worth Museum of Science and History Yes, spring is just around the 
corner and with early spring our Star Parties at the Museum of Science and History will 
start up again.   The location has not changed, we will still meet in the parking lot to 
the north of the Museum site on Montgomery Street in Fort Worth, and the star party 
will start at sundown.  (Michelle Martinez) 

March 21 — Guadalupe River State Park — Stories in the Stars — Take an engaging, 
interactive look at stars, galaxies, star clusters and more as we tour the night sky. 
Audience will participate in a fun-filled skit telling the famous story of Cassiopeia and 
Andromeda. Following this we'll take a tour of the night sky and check out a few of the 
seasonal astronomical wonders through a telescope. 8-10 p.m. (830) 438-2656.  

March 29 — Cedar Hill Star Party — Storytellers of the Sky — We're not letting the city 
lights rob us of the opportunity to view our incredible night sky! Bring your blanket and 
a cup for some hot chocolate to keep warm as we take a unique look at the night sky 
surrounding the park by way of an amazing computer program. We will explore the 
zodiac and look at the constellations that are in our horizon. After seeing the stars on 
the screen, we will go to a spot in the park and try to find them in real life. Hot 
chocolate provided. 7-8 p.m.; call to confirm program (972) 291-3900, ext. 232.  

 

Outreach Report from North Richland Hills ISD – Matt Reede 
There was a call for scopes from the Birdville Independent School District, so I went to their 
main campus in North Richland Hills. 
The high school astronomy teacher, the middle school science teacher, the district science 
consultant and the IT coordinator were all in attendance. They had 8+ 60mm refractors, a few 
larger scopes and inside they had web cast from several locations projected on large screens. 
Coffee, cokes and popcorn was also served inside. 
The skies were totally clouded over when I got there, but thanks to the weather forecast from 
Jim Craft, I heard that the skies were clearing SW of Fort Worth. 
So I setup my 8" dob and the skies started to clear.  Someone asked about Saturn and I moved 
over to it for what I thought would be a quick view.  When I looked up the line had started to 
form and it stayed at 25+ people most of the rest of the night. 
I finally had a break and took a look at the moon again, but the lined reformed and views of 
Saturn we requested, or maybe I should say demanded. 
By 10 PM the clouds moved back in and all the parents and students went home. 
So no good images but a good night and lots of "WOW is that real" and "It looks like a picture."  
It is interesting that even during a Lunar eclipse a first view of Saturn through a telescope could 
steal the show. 

http://www.3rf.org
http://www.3rf.org/newsmgr/templates/Sci-cal-item.aspx?articleid=67&zoneid=4
http://www.fortworthastro.com/club_activities/star_parties/index.html


 
 

 
 
 
 

Get your copies from 
Harry: 

The Royal Canadian 
Astronomical Society’s 
Observer’s Handbook 
http://tinyurl.com/369vdv 

 

 
 

Through the club @ $25.00 
> Only 2 copies left < 

 
Guy Ottewell’s 

Astronomical Calendar 
http://tinyurl.com/3xrdjv 

 

 
 

Through the club @ $22.00 
> Only 3 copies left < 

 
 
 
 
 

M33 
 Loren Larson 
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Messier Marathon March Madness – Harry Bearman 

 
According to the Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS), 

this year's best weekend to hold a Messier Marathon is March 8th and 9th, with a backup 
date of March 29th.  

So what's a Messier Marathon some of you may ask?  As luck would have it, the 
110 "Messier Objects" are not evenly distributed over the sky. When you look at the chart 
above, you can see that near the time of the vernal equinox the Sun's location is about 20 
degrees from the nearest Messier object. Without hurting your head with the math, the 
result of this chance distribution is that it's theoretically possible to see all the Messier 
Objects in one night.  

There are a lot of resources on the web that state the best sequence to use for 
your search. SEDS has a very usable list to use. 

 

http://tinyurl.com/3xrdjv
http://tinyurl.com/369vdv
http://www.fortworthastro.com


 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seagull Nebula 
(portion) 

 

Hubble Palette 
(SII:Halpha:OIII) 

 
Steve Tuttle 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The gate code to The 
Thomsen Foundation is 

now the same as the 
Dark Sky Site in Wise 

County. 

 

 

 

P.S. Matt, thanks for staying 
to help me pack up. 
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Update on IYA2009  By Steve Tuttle 

As many of you may recall, at the January FWAS meeting I gave a presentation 
on IYA2009, the International Year of Astronomy 2009.  The vision of this effort is “To help 
the citizens of the world rediscover their place in the Universe through the day- and night 
time sky, and thereby engage a personal sense of wonder and discovery”. And the 
goals/objectives are clearly stated: 

1. Increase scientific awareness.  
2. Promote widespread access to new knowledge and observing experiences.  
3. Empower astronomical communities in developing countries.  
4. Support and improve formal and informal science education.  
5. Provide a modern image of science and scientists.  
6. Facilitate new networks and strengthen existing ones.  
7. Improve the gender-balanced representation of scientists at all levels and promote 

greater involvement by underrepresented minorities in scientific and engineering 
careers.  

8. Facilitate the preservation and protection of the world's cultural and natural 
heritage of dark skies in places such as urban oases, national parks and 
astronomical sites. 
As we discussed at the meeting, many of these goals are the same or very similar 

to our outreach goals and we should work to embrace the IYA2009 activities, as they will 
occur with or without us.  We expect this to generate an increased number of requests for 
star parties, presentations, etc. and we should be prepared. 

During the presentation, it was decided by the group to follow-up with the US 
node of the international organization and to begin a dialog with them. To this end, I have 
talked with one of the co-chairs of the US node and obtained permission to use the 
IYA2009 Logo on materials we may wish to disseminate, including out website. 

US Information can be found at:  http://www.astronomy2009.us/ 

 
Well, I finally got out to the new Thomsen Foundation Site with my astrophotography setup.  I 
was lucky enough to have Matt Reede join me, as he was doing some visual Messier work.  I 
must say that the site was fantastic, great view of the winter Milky Way.  At about 8pm, the 
transparency was great, and the seeing above average.  By midnight, when we quit, 
transparency had dropped a little and the seeing was below average and the wind had just 
begun to pick up.  All in all, a great night out.  I was able to get 3 hours of narrow band imaging 
data on a subject I learned about a couple of years ago and decided to revisit, IC2177, or van 
den Berg 93 (a portion of the Seagull Nebula) in Monoceros between Orion and Canis Major.  It 
has both emission nebula and dark nebula components, like the Horsehead nebula. I did some 
quick processing this morning to see what I had, and it came out ok, so here it is. 

http://www.teachnature.org
http://www.stuttle1.com/obj_ic2177.html
http://www.astronomy2009.us/


 
 
 

 
 
 

Cloudy Night 
Library 

 
Book Report from 

Matt McCullar 
 
 

 
UFOs Explained 

by Philip J. Klass 
 

Published by: 
Random House, 1974 
369 pages 
ISBN 0-394-49215-3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In many UFO 
cases a mere 

prank grows into 
such a huge media 
monster that even 
the perpetrators 
are reluctant to 
reveal the truth. 
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“It’s a bird… it’s a plane… it’s…”  It’s something, all right, but as for exactly what some 
unidentified flying objects really are, sometimes it takes a long time to figure out.  
Astronomers, both amateur and professional, are more familiar with the nighttime sky than 
the general public and therefore usually quickly ascertain the genuine properties of UFOs 
before others do.  Most people are not even aware that other planets are visible to the 
unaided eye; Venus, because of its dazzling brightness at certain times, triggers more 
UFO reports than anything else.   

To be sure, though, there are cases of UFOs reported by respected observers who did 
know the sky: astronomer Clyde Tombaugh (who discovered Pluto) and astronaut Gordon 
Cooper, among others.  But even experienced observers – such as pilots – can be fooled.  
Philip J. Klass was an editor for Aviation Week & Space Technology magazine for many 
years and an experienced engineer.  He earned a reputation for debunking “flying saucer” 
myths and wrote this book, among others, to explain systematically what often happens in 
UFO cases.  He believed every single UFO report had a plausible, scientific explanation.   

In this book Klass examined many UFO reports publicized in newspapers and magazines 
in the 1960s and early ‘70s and noticed a pattern: initial front-page UFO stories in 
newspapers were often followed by confessions and/or confirmed explanations, but buried 
in back pages days later and not on the front pages where they would be read by as many 
people.  “As a result, the general public is often left to conclude that there are many 
unexplainable UFO cases when in reality the news media are usually not interested in 
devoting space or time to a prosaic explanation – especially if it might prompt readers or 
viewers to conclude that the media had failed to probe deeply enough before reporting the 
original incident,” he wrote. 

Klass goes on to say: “It is not really surprising that UFO groups much prefer to devote 
space to reporting new UFO sightings rather than to informing their members that a 
previous case has now been explained in terrestrial terms.  These organizations depend 
on dues and contributions from members, most of who believe or want to believe in 
extraterrestrial visitors.  But the net result is to leave members with the impression that 
there are many unexplained UFO cases when in fact the explanations simply have never 
been published.” 

Phony photographs and phony flying saucers are easy to make, so there are hoaxes 
aplenty.  In many UFO cases a mere prank grows into such a huge media monster that 
even the perpetrators are reluctant to reveal the truth right away for fear of emotional 
repercussions.  Confessions may not come until many years later – if at all. 

UFOs often come in “flaps”: hundreds of reports in one year, usually in one or two special 
areas.  Then very few for several years.  And then another “flap.”  Why is this?  Klass 
offers this explanation: “The news media traditionally lose interest in any subject that fails 
to ‘build,’ to provide new and more exciting details that lead to a conclusion or climax.  In 
time, a local or even a national UFO flap runs out of steam when news media editors tire 
of simply running additional stories about mysterious lights in the night skies or publishing 
more UFO photos which are suspected hoaxes.  As media interest declines, there is less 
incentive for pranksters to launch helium-filled or hot-air balloons.  As media coverage 
declines, the public concludes that the UFOs have stopped coming, so fewer persons scan 
the skies.  Now UFOs enter a period of dormancy until circumstances combine a few years 
later to arouse media interest again.” 

College sociology classes have purposely created UFO hoaxes to test and study public 
reaction.  Because of sensational stories presented by the mass media, the public at large 
tends to believe the initial reports simply because the mass media reports them.  People in 
large groups tend to behave differently than they would individually; people in such 
situations tend to think emotionally rather than critically.  Even when presented with rock-
solid evidence that proves a UFO was actually something completely natural or man-
made, the UFO observers are reluctant to accept it.   

In a classic case of “put your money where your mouth is,” Klass publicly offered a large 
amount of money to anyone would could bring him incontrovertible proof of the existence 
of visitors from other worlds: a chunk of metal from a spaceship, a dead alien body, or 
even a live one, etc.  To stem the flow of potential claimants, however, Klass stipulated 
that anyone attempting it should put up a moderate amount of his own money first.  To the 
day Klass died in 2005, he never found a single UFO case with strong enough evidence to 
warrant presenting the prize.  Not one person could claim it. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

With the Lower Unit 
already set up, Jim brings 

out the meshed truss 
work 
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Jim Walsh’s Compact Obsession 

 
At the February meeting, Jim Walsh showed off the brand new Compact Obsession dob scope.  
He and the design team worked hand in glove to tweak the design.  As a result, he is the now 
the proud owner of serial number 001 for this new model UC. 

In his presentation, Jim pointed out that the UC is 50 pounds lighter than the Classic 
Obsession, and will fit in just about any car or through any standard doorway.  The eyepiece 
height at zenith is 71” whereas the Classic’s is 78”   It uses the same 3.1” secondary mirror and 
mirror coatings (97% on primary, 98% on secondary).  The Compact uses the same 18 point 
mirror cell. 

The transport dimensions of the lower unit for the new Compact are 24” W x 24”L x 13.5”H and 
will fit in almost any trunk or hatchback.  The Classic’s transport dimensions for the lower unit 
are 30”W x 30”L x 30”H. 

They worked out the challenges of the Compact’s ServoCat which included such concerns as 
the “virtual” mirror box provides no surfaces for mounting gear; there is minimal clearance 
between the mirror and ground board; supporting the altitude encoder, and mounting the on-
board computer and alt drive. 

The UC’s solutions to these obstacles were that major components were relocated from the 
mirror box to the ground board; skillful carpentry allow some components to be recessed into 
the ground board; dual-arm alt encoder mounting – using glow in the duct tape for alignment; 
the computer reconfigured and recessed into the ground board; and the alt drive motor uses 
reverse gearing and drive belt. 

Jim is very pleased with his new scope, and expressed special thanks to Dave Kriege, James 
Mulherin, Gary Meyers, and Charlie Starks. 

After the formal presentation, Jim assembled the scope before an appreciate crowd of 
observers. 

Jim is a regular volunteer at our club star parties, so be sure to come out to the club 
outreaches, for the opportunity to look through the eyepiece of this beauty. 

Elections for Next Club Year 
The upcoming election for club officers was announced at the February meeting.  Elections will 
be held at the June meeting, and officers for the next club year (July to June) will begin their 
terms the following month.   Elected officers are President, Vice President, and Secretary / 
Treasurer. 

If you are interested in running for elected office, please notify one of the club Trustees.  
Trustee Sally Teames is the club election judge. 

http://www.fortworthastro.com/club_activities/club_meetings/index.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com


 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Physics is Phun! 

 
 
 

 
Ed Kotapish 

Aka 
Dr. K 
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Polar Aligning an Equatorial Mount the Nerd Way! – Dr. K  

This method relies on having a precision mount (Dec axis perpendicular to the RA axis) with 0.1 
deg or better readout for the declination, plus an optical tube assembly in line with the mount. 
Methods for aligning the optical axis of the telescope to the mount axes can be found in other 
sources and will not be belabored here.  Drift aligning is still the best method to achieve polar 
alignment accuracy for longer exposures, or drift free optical viewing at higher powers.  This is 
merely my explanation of how auto aligning a mount might be accomplished – in case you were 
wondering how it could be done. 

Let Fx, Fy, Fz be the unit coordinates of the False Pole (where the mount's axis points when it's 
not aligned) 

Fx = cos(RAf)cos(Decf) 
Fy = sin(RAf)cos(Decf) 
Fz = sin(Decf) 

and Fx^2 + Fy^2 + Fz^2 = 1               [Eq 1] 

Let Sx, Sy, Sz and Ex, Ey, Ez be the true unit coordinates of the "first star" and the "second 
star" where the Declinations Dec1 and Dec2 respectively are read directly from the mount when 
first star and then the second star are centered in the eyepiece.  

Sx = cos(RAs)cos(Decs) 
Sy = sin(RAs)cos(Decs) 
Sz = sin(Decs) 

Ex = cos(Rae)cos(Dece) 
Ey = sin(Rae)cos(Dece) 
Ez = sin(Dece) 

Premise 

The angle Dec1 between the False Pole and the first star can be expressed as 

SxFx + SyFy + SzFz = sin(Dec1)                 [Eq 2] 

and the angle Dec2 between the False Pole and the second star 

ExFx + EyFy + EzFz = sin(Dec2)                              [Eq 3] 

Because there is a quadratic equation [Eq 1] used to solve for the three components of the 
False Pole, which ever component I choose to solve first will have two possible answers. 
Solving Fz first will help me determine the correct answer for the false pole assuming the mount 
is within a few degrees of the True Pole via visual or other rough alignment. The Fz that is 
closest to +1 is the winner. 

Solving for Fy 
Fy = [sin(Dec1) –SxFx –SzFz] / Sy                 via Eq 2 

Substituting the expression for Fy above into Eq 3 
ExFx + { [sin(Dec1) –SxFx –SzFz] / Sy}Ey + EzFz = sin(Dec2) 

Expanding 
SyExFx + Ey*sin(Dec1) – SxEyFx – SzEyFz + SyEzFz = Sy*sin(Dec2) 

Collecting terms 
Ey*sin(Dec1) - Sy*sin(Dec2) + SyEzFz – SzEyFz = SxEyFx - SyExFx 

Or 
Ey*sin(Dec1) - Sy*sin(Dec2) +(SyEz – SzEy)Fz = (SxEy – SyEx)Fx 

finally 
Fx = f(Fz) = (Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)+ (SyEz-SzEy)Fz) / (SxEy-SyEx)     

                                                                                  [Eq 4] 
Now, substitute Eq 4 into   

Fy = [sin(Dec1) –FxSx –FzSz] / Sy 

To get the big mess 

Fy = [sin(Dec1) –Sx{(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)+(SyEz-SzEy)Fz) / (SxEy-SyEx)} –FzSz] / Sy 

then 

(SxEy-SyEx)*SyFy = [(SxEy-SyEx)*sin(Dec1) –Sx{(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)+ (SyEz-
SzEy)Fz) } –(SxEy-SyEx)*FzSz]                                                                                              (Continued, next page) 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Physics is Phun! 
 

Continued 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mnew Mnemonic 
 

In an Associated Press 
copyrighted article, it was 
announced that a Montana 
fourth grader won a National 
Geographic Children’s Book 
contest to come up with a 
new Planet Mnemonic. 

National Geographic 
Children's Books created the 
contest in response to the 
recent announcement by the 
scientific community that 
there are now 11 recognized 
planets — Mercury, Venus, 
Earth, Mars, Ceres, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, 
Pluto and Eris. Ceres, Pluto 
and Eris are considered 
dwarf planets. 

Maryn Smith's winning 
mnemonic is  

My 

Very 

Exciting 

Magic 

Carpet 

Just 

Sailed 

Under 

Nine 

Palace 

Elephants. 
 
 
 

Full Article at: 
http://tinyurl.com/ynv7nz  
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That turns into a bigger mess 

(SxEy-SyEx)*SyFy = SxEy*sin(Dec1)-SyEx*sin(Dec1) –
SxEy*sin(Dec1)+SxSy*sin(Dec2)- SxSyEzFz + SxSzEyFz  – SxSzEyFz + SySzExFz 

The terms containing  SxEy*sin(Dec1) and SxSzEyFz cancel leaving us with 

(SxEy-SyEx)*SyFy =–SyEx*sin(Dec1)+SxSy*sin(Dec2)- SxSyEzFz + SySzExFz 

Now Sy can be divided out as it is in every term leaving 

(SxEy-SyEx)Fy =–Ex*sin(Dec1)+Sx*sin(Dec2)- SxEzFz + SzExFz 

and collecting 

(SxEy-SyEx)Fy = Sx*sin(Dec2)–Ex*sin(Dec1) +  (SzEx – SxEz)Fz  

           Fy = f(Fz) = (Sx*sin(Dec2)-Ex*sin(Dec1)+ (SzEx - SxEz)Fz) / (SxEy-SyEx)     [Eq 5] 

Eq 4 and Eq 5 come in handy later, keep going! 

The Eq 4 and Eq 5 above are now squared substituted into Eq 1. It’ll look pretty hairy for a while 
but will  tidy up fast.  

Fx^2 =  {[(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)]^2 + 2*[(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)] (SyEz-
SzEy)Fz + (SyEz-SzEy)^2Fz^2} / (SxEy-SyEx)^2 

and 

Fy^2 = {[(Sx*sin(Dec2)-Ex*sin(Dec1)]^2+ 2*[(Sx*sin(Dec2)-Ex*sin(Dec1)] (SzEx - 
SxEz)Fz + (SzEx - SxEzEz)^2Fz^2} / (SxEy-SyEx)^2 

If we substitute and multiply Eq 1 by (SxEy-SyEx)^2 we get 

[(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)]^2 + 2*[(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)] (SyEz-SzEy)Fz 
+ (SyEz-SzEy)^2Fz^2 

+ [(Sx*sin(Dec2)-Ex*sin(Dec1)]^2+ 2*[(Sx*sin(Dec2)-Ex*sin(Dec1)] (SzEx - 
SxEz)Fz + (SzEx - SxEzEz)^2Fz^2  

+ (SxEy – SyEx)^2Fz^2  
= (SxEy – SyEx)^2 

Yowza! Now we collect terms in buckets called A, B, and C such that 
AFz^2 + BFz + C = 0 

so 
A = (SyE - SzEy)^2+ (SzEx - SxEz)^2 + (SxEy – SyEx)^2 

Which is the sine of actual angle between the start and end star squared 
B = 2*{[(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)] (SyEz - SzEy) + [(Sx*sin(Dec2)-Ex*sin(Dec1)] 

(SzEx - SxEz)} 
Which is just a mess, and 
C = [(Ey*sin(Dec1)-Sy*sin(Dec2)]^2 + [(Sx*sin(Dec2)-Ex*sin(Dec1)]^2 -  (SxEy – SyEx)^2 
The Quadratic Formula can now be used to solve for both Fz solutions 

Fz1 = (-B +SQRT(B^2 - 4AC))/2A  
Fz2 = (-B -SQRT(B^2 - 4AC))/2A  

Pick the Fz answer that is closest to +1 for the solution (the True Pole is Fx = Fy = 0 and Fz =1) 
Fx and Fy can be solved using the handy Eq 4 and Eq 5 above 
For the South Pole (do this only after solving the above for Fx and Fy)  

Fx = -Fx 
Fy = -Fy 
Fz = -Fz 

The Decl of the False Pole is 180asin(Fz)/pi in degrees 
The RA of the False Pole is 12atan2(Fx,Fy)/pi (atan2 is the "smart" arctan) answer is in hours 
and decimal hours of RA 
If the Longitude, date, and time at your location are known (usually inputs into an aligning 
program) the Local Sidereal Time (LST) can be calculated.  
It is important that not too much time elapses between when the declinations relative to the 
mount are taken.  
From the LST and latitude of the location (another input to the aligning program), the altitude 
and azimuth of the False Pole is computed and thus the offsets to the True Pole. (The True 
Pole is at 0deg azimuth and at an altitude equal to your latitude)  
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Lipan, Texas  -  February 8, 2009  -  cold  -  great skies 

The skies were clear and the winds were calm when we set up Mr T in the twilight in 
Lipan. We were here for the monthly session of the Lipan Astronomy & Star 
Society, and this time we brought FWAS ambassador Dave Titus along, as well as 
fellow astro guy Mark Wheeler, an unaffiliated free agent regarding any astronomy 
clubs as of yet. 
We were all excited with the evening's prospects, because there were around a dozen 
astronomers with perhaps half that many telescopes available. These were evenly 
split between DOBS and CATS, but included at least one refractor. All the gazers had 
plenty of layers of sensible clothing from knowing that the forecast was for 
temperatures near freezing. Of course, that translates to feeling about zero after one 
has been standing in it for six hours or so. But the rewards of winter stargazing are 
immense, including early darkness, a winter star palette, and a dry, crisp clarity to the 
air not found in summertime. 
We warmed up with an assortment of open clusters because they're the stars of this 
season, no pun intended. Doug had set up his bino stand and we chased through the 
winter clusters with a variety of instruments ranging from an 8x32 monocular to a 20" 
telescope with a wide field eyepiece. It is always interesting to see a common target 
through a variety of instruments. The view that provides the best context is often 
better than the one that shows the most detail. 
Mark requested a look at NGC 2438, the planetary nebula inside the open cluster M46 
in Puppis (well, not in so many words) so we wheeled the scope onto it and popped in 
an OIII filter. Actually, the nebula is only positioned in front of the cluster, it being 1500 
or so light years closer to us, but the visual effect is an embed. It looked better than 
any remembered it, actually a bit better than the Eskimo Nebula we visited later on, 
higher in the sky. 
Noticing that Orion was positioned away from the Metroplex light dome to the east by 
this time, we changed to an H-B filter and tackled B33, the Horsehead Nebula in 
Orion. We had failed from this location to spot it with the same gear last month, but it 
was at that time, still low in the east. This time, having the constellation past meridian 
must have done the trick, for it was readily apparent, but still hardly bright. The magic 
of the H-B filter is in illuminating the faint glow of background nebula IC 434. Without 
seeing this, there's no way to detect the dark notch in it, which at first simply appears 
to be a dark hole in the nebulosity. Upon further study, most can begin to detect detail 
in the shape, but this capability is best associated with youthful eyes. But we had a 
visual of the Horsehead while within 50 miles of a Metroplex of millions of people, all 
with their lights on at the same time (or so it can seem). It was exhilarating, and 
spawned high fives all around. 
But as exciting as the Horsehead was, it wasn't the star of the evening. That would 
have to be NGC 2359, Thor's Helmet Nebula in Canis Major. This object simply loves 
the OIII filter. It was a stunning sight that rivals the nearby M42 Orion Nebula as a 
winter must see. Its amazing how certain things tend to take center stage on different 
nights, and you can't be sure what will make an optimum showing each evening out 
under the stars. Doug always refers to it as Man, Moment, and Machine, but at least 
one female took a look at the helmet, too, so what does that really tell you?  
We spend the waning hours of the evening getting a jump on Spring galaxy season, 
and the transparent night helped them appear well defined but the thick low 
atmosphere and light dome hide much detail. Still, we're glad we also visited the 
Galaxy Realm late night February last year, because the season ended up being 
rained out and lost. Spring stargazing is promised to no one. 
We've just touched on a few of the interesting observations made this night. Saturn 
with her rings approaching edge on and Hind's Crimson Star through Dave's 
telescope merit special mention, also. But its really the people that make these LASS 
events so enjoyable, and make you want to stand out in the cold during the middle of 
the night just to see what might happen next.  

Stargazers’ Diary –  Russ Boatright & Doug Brown 
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The Fine Print 

Observing Site Reminders 
 
All members … 

• Be careful with fire, ban still in effect 
• Sign the logbook in the clubhouse 
• Put equipment back neatly when finished 
• Leave a log note if there is a club equipment 

problem; also, please contact an FWAS Trustee to 
let them know 

• Turn out the bathroom light and close the door 
tightly – do NOT lock; leave the thermostat alone. 

• Maintain Dark-Sky etiquette 
• Turn out your headlights at the gate! 

 
Last person out, please … 

• Turn off lights 
• Check all doors – closed, but not locked 
• Make sure nothing is left out 

Concrete telescope pads & power 
Clubhouse, restroom, picnic & camping.  

FWAS Contact information  http://www.fortworthastro.com 
Officers: 
                  John Dowell  –  President 
                  Steve Tuttle – Vice President 
                  Harry Bearman – Secretary / Treasurer 
Meetings – FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the UNT Health Science Center – Research & 

Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always welcome.  
(John Dowell) 

Web Site – http://www.fortworthastro.com  
E-Group (members only) – Post messages to the group by sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com. Any message sent 

to fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members on the list.  Send a blank e-mail to fwas-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com to subscribe.   Include your real name. 

Outreach – items concerning FWAS Outreach activities should be addressed to FWAS’ Public Outreach Coordinator at 
fwasoutreach@yahoo.com.  (Dave Titus) 

Prime Focus – The FWAS newsletter is published monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos, or just 
about anything you would like to have included should be sent to:  editor@fortworthastro.com.   (Dean 
Crabtree) 

FWAS Annual Dues - $40 for adults / families, $20.00 for students (half-price Jan 1 thru June 30); checks payable to Ft. 
Worth Astronomical Society; payments can be mailed to 3812 Fenton Ave. Fort Worth, TX  76133, or in-person 
at the next indoor meeting. Membership runs July 1 through June 30.  (Harry Bearman) 

Discount Subscriptions Available – Sky & Telescope ($32.95), and Astronomy (1 year for $34.00; 2 years for $60.00). A 
Sky & Telescope subscription through FWAS entitles you to 10% off purchases at SkyTel’s on-line store.  
(Harry Bearman) 

Astronomical League Membership – Your FWAS membership also enrolls you in the Astronomical League. This makes 
you eligible for various observing certificates and you get their quarterly magazine, Reflector.  Observing clubs:  
http://www.astroleague.org/observing.html (AL liaison is Tres Ross) 

Fort Worth Museum of Science and History  See the Museum’s website for schedules of exhibits and show times:   
http://www.fwmsh.org/home/index.html  (Linda Krouse) 

 
 
 
 

Astronomy is perhaps the science whose discoveries 
owe least to chance, in which human understanding 
appears in its whole magnitude, and through which 
man can best learn how small he is.  

Georg Christoph “G.C.” Lichtenberg (1742–1799) 
German physicist, philosopher. 

 
 
 
 

Notebook C,” aphorism 23, Aphorisms (written 1765-1799), trans. by R.J. Hollingdale (1990) 

http://marsrover.nasa.gov/home/index.html
http://www.fourmilab.ch/cgi-bin/uncgi/Solar
http://www.fortworthastro.com/news/2007_picnic/recap.html



